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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Blogs have grown rapidly in the last six years. A Mc Kinsey 

study has reported consumers growing interest in blogs: nearly four 
in five active Internet users visit social media including blogs to look 
for product information (NM Incite 2011). Blogs thus contribute to 
online consumption culture and processes, which justifies better un-
derstanding of blog content and impact on consumers. 

Blogs offer consumer-generated content and particularly brand 
and product narratives that can bring “targeted, precise, influential 
comments and feedback” (Kozinets 2006, 138) both to readers and 
brands. In particular, fashion and luxury blogs provide consumption 
or branded narratives helping blogger’s identity (Kretz 2010; Zhao 
and Belk 2007) construction while cultivating consumerist values 
and consumer culture through conspicuous consumption or brand 
mentioning. These narratives can be regarded as branded stories told 
by real characters that sometimes attract large audience. 

How people consume stories has been quite substantially stud-
ied. Levy (2006) presents a detailed review of scholars of our field 
who have explained how people consume stories. Particularly, com-
mercials or TV programs have been studied as persuasive stories 
with effects on consumers. Audience response to stories has been 
measured through attitude toward ads (McQuarrie and Mick 1999) or 
perceptions of the surrounding material world (O’Guinn and Shrum 
1997) or described through gendered interpretation processes (Stern 
1993). Levy (2006, 453) comes up with a breaking new approach 
of story consumption by exploring how stories are ‘consumed, that 
is, taken up, internalized and transformed’. Outside the consumer 
research field, media research has addressed long unanswered ques-
tions about what the audience ‘does’ with stories with Katz and Li-
ebes (1986), Ang (1985), Radway (1984) and Hobson (1982).

Overall, existing research shows that readers make use of sto-
ries to keep informed; entertain; create and update identities; settle 
life projects; socialize and communicate and train imagination and 
emotion. The stories underlying such results, however, are mostly 
fictional, related to myths or to historical facts. But what happens in 
the case of blogs that provide branded narratives from real consum-
ers? 

How consumers internalize and transform marketing content 
through branded stories published in blogs is a relevant question for 
marketers. It raises the issue of a blog’s influence toward its audience, 
particularly regarding the readers’ subsequent behavior, while escap-
ing the strict cases of the ‘typical endorser’ (Friedman and Friedman 
1976) or of the ‘market maven’ (Feick and Price 1987). While no pre-
cise short-term action is expected from fiction or myth readers, blog 
readers should at least better know and like the mentioned brands and 
at best, purchase them. Therefore, we are here focusing on the effect 
of branded narratives on blogs’ audience and particularly on how 
they impact consumers’ everyday lives. 

We have explored audience behavior through Netnography 
(Kozinets 2010) from 2005 to December 2011, focusing on specific 
dimensions including: types of blog reading behavior; motivations 
to read and integration of blog reading in everyday life occupations. 
Twenty popular (A-list) fashion and luxury blogs – that is blogs at-
tracting the most readers – have been identified to ‘thickly describe’ 
and interpret (Erlandson et al. 1993) reader behavior dimensions in 
commenting, interactiong and linking. The selected A-list fashion 
blogs mostly mention luxury fashion brands, which explains why 

we address them as luxury ones. Twenty readers of those popular 
blogs have been simultaneously selected for member checks through 
in-depth interviews (Kozinets 2010) and further explanation of their 
reading behavior and blog reading everyday life consequences. 
Readers consisted of people who commented or not. 

We found that consumers read fashion and luxury blogs like any 
other story and for the same reasons mentioned by existing research. 
Blog reading becomes part of an everyday self-indulgence routine 
sometimes without any goal except for entertainment or discussion 
with peers and authors and sometimes focused on information search 
or brand and product recommendation. Readers take up blog sto-
ries differently from ‘regular’ stories because they come from real 
mundane people they feel are more trustworthy, passionate and thus 
knowledgeable about specific topics. Like for (auto)biography, blog-
gers are easier to identify with, to inspire from and model after and 
thus are more influential in triggering purchase behavior. 

Theoretically speaking, we have observed an overall shift in the 
dynamics between brands and consumers in the marketplace, regard-
ing involving brands and products like luxury and fashion ones. Spe-
cifically, we have discovered that purchase decision depends not any-
more on the brands advertised but on the quality of the relationship 
held between the blogger and the readers. Readers who experience 
parasocial or social interactions with their favorite bloggers more of-
ten transform reading into purchase when the product is affordable. 
Bloggers, however, are expected to abide by a tacit initial contract, 
that is to remain true their initial content and to their relationships 
with their audience, if they want to maintain that influence. The pres-
ent research extends Kozinets et al. (2010)’s findings on consumer-
brand relationships to end readers and consumers who internalize the 
marketing content already filtered by the bloggers. 

Our contribution is also empirical. Readers follow blog con-
sumption strategies: they read many blogs every day, but do not 
internalize them the same way. Depending on the type of popular 
blog considered (‘Celebrity’, ‘Character’, ‘Spokesperson’ or ‘Bud-
dy’) they will respectively seek for ‘Initiation’, ‘Inspiration’, ‘In-
formation’ or ‘Imitation’. With ‘Initiation’ they look for backstage 
and secret insights from the luxury world; with ‘Inspiration’, they 
look for atmospheres and creative ideas to take away and adapt for 
themselves; with ‘Information’, they merely want to gain knowledge 
about the luxury world and with ‘Imitation’, they expect recommen-
dation and products and brands to purchase to construct identities. 

Better knowledge of such reading strategies will lead brand 
managers to avoid mistakes in addressing bloggers and to identify 
potential spokespeople more efficiently. Indeed, blogs offer access to 
a wide audience through the blogger as an influencer. However, man-
agers should check the audience reading strategies and expectations: 
Initiation and Inspiration can only lead to brand awareness building 
and image bolstering while Information can initiate shopping trips 
and Imitation can trigger actual purchase. 
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